Automatically transfer data from one application to another.

**EASY COLLABORATION**
DocuWare users enjoy the benefits of being able to capture and organize documents into easy-to-find electronic documents. Paper documents can be scanned in and electronic records can be stored or pointed to another system. Document management has the power to tie all of these together.

But information is often contained in other applications without an easy way to capture that data. Secant Bridge is a utility that enables users to automatically transfer data from a dialog box of one application to the dialog box of another application.

For example, while storing an incoming vendor invoice in DocuWare, the data collected from the invoice can be transferred to an accounting system to create the invoice in the accounting system.

**IMPROVE WORKFLOW**
By leveraging DocuWare’s single-click indexing, Secant Bridge saves time by reducing keyboard entry and typing errors. This powerful application provides the following:

- Works with virtually any Windows or browser based system
- Provides one utility to work with multiple applications
- Customizable to populate specific fields as required to move the exact data required
- Bi-directional transfer between applications leverages information in either application
- No custom programming required provides low implementation expense
- No need for integration development by applications involved and simplifies upgrades

**COST EFFECTIVE**
Secant Bridge is a cost effective solution that allows you to leverage the full power of DocuWare and maximize your investment in your other line of business applications while capturing valuable data with ease.

Contact Secant today at 269-375-8996 or sales@secantcorp.com for more information about our Secant Bridge.